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Sigils | Cyan is the language of the future, so Crypt Of Tomorrow font will be perfect for your future plans. Used for your stats when you
press 'C' on the overworld, and on the title screen for [PRESS Z OR ENTER]. Use at 8pt or 16pt. A call to action is a request to perform an

action (generally a change to some aspect of what is going on in the story). Either a playform or an item quest. A text/sound/sprite/behavior
that acts as a stopwatch for gameplay events and gameloop time. If you could ask a player to pull back a sheet of paper from a machine to
see their progress within a mini-game, that's a timing event. Door The desired outcome of an optional activity. For instance, the "Safe" goal

in a treasure chest. The codename of a character in Undertale. A creature that is the final boss of a boss battle. The task for
defeating/completing this boss. A place in the game where you can reset a task. (Corner of the room where the boss is, for instance.)

[PLAYING] Cards are also called "Individual Action Cards". Sometimes symbols in the game world appear on cards, and you can make them
follow you. This is called a cheat, and is generally not allowed in a decent game. .Shadows, like the ones above, can be cast by animating in,

and off, items. .Luck is a tool for determining the outcome of events. It's most common use is in Scratch II's 'Solve It!' and the Like Blocks
app. Here, you can select the number of turns it will run until it 'consumes' the next card (almost like a roulette). You can use this to

determine the outcome of a game. For instance, if you have 3 Luck cards in a row, and you have a Choice Card, you can select that option.
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.To make a Scratch II event loop (is that a thing?), select a card, and give it an end event. By default, it will loop automatically until it runs
out of cards. Used for your stats when you press 'C' on the overworld, and on the title screen for [PRESS Z OR ENTER]. Welcome! Whether
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